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1. The points you raise in paragraph 3 of reference are valid
and require thorough consicammtion. We have never stoutly contended -that
the Grcmsbahn operation was ccmpletely clandestine and have oftin wondered
out loud, in memo form, how he retains his cloak of anonimity so well in
the hotbed of Salzbarg intrigue. Grossbahn is entering his sixth year of
service with MARK and it is inevitable that anyone whostays in place
that long is going to commence to wear a bit thin at the cover sems. In
spite of his shortcomings in this security regard (a few soft spots show-
ing up as exemplified in the CC-2 affair), we do feel that Id:et Crossbeam
has to offerus does outweigh a pertain lack of clandestinity. Re is our •
long arm, sweeping the local landscape; an arm which is extremel„tflexible
and can be adjusted to give most desired results. At the same time, he
does serve as an effective block between field operations and the front
door of SOB. If we tried to run the same operations with staff personnel
as we are now running through Grossbahn., We might be faced with-the possi-
bility of having the roll-up come through the SOB door. We feel an excel-
lent example in point was the Slovakian operation, which stopped one link.
short ot Grossbahn in the persons of Mitil and XI-1.

2. Naturally, we agree the one weakness of such theorising list
in a possible penetration as we have had forced home to us in the CC-2
case. To this can be said that CC-2 could tell Hoettl little even had he

 soinclined. He could identify no U. S. personnel, he could give -
no financial run-down and could make no guesses as to Grosabahn i s degree
of .cooperation with and attitude towards his emploiers.. ,TEds would seem
to speak well for thecare-with which Groasbaha handles his staff.. In
this vein, we have wide it a fetish to get all Grossbahn i s people7on.LO-.
FLU1TsR and have been successful in doing so, with zviewminor.exceptiona.
Given time, we will have the elate complete. Crossbahn personallyis due
for a' re-check, which we hope to schedule within the next few months.
Not that we have any misgivings about Grossbahn I s basic loyalties; we
merely wish to make sure and also have a few minor points, Such as the-
OFFOtAREK : aikair to clean up.
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3. 1/nus we come down to the fallowing feets we wish to establish;
penetration at a low level in the Grosabahn operation would be comparatively
unrewarding vis-a-vis a penetration of KUBARK due to the effective screen-
ing operation ' Grosstabn performs for us and the care with which he headlong. , -
his personnel. Secondly, we have checked out all main personalities utilised
by Grossbehn'on.LCIFISTTER and will maintain a schedule of periodic re-
check. The great danger for us lies is a penetration through Orosetehn
himself, a thought we find hard to reconcile with fact. Be that as it may,
in spite of our feelings that Gronsbahn is essentially our man, we do
intend to apply the same procedures to him as to the zest of his operation;
he will be re-checked periodically on LCELUTTER and we all apply the
traditional testing techniques, continue gathering detailed personelle on
all his contacts and continue checking his details aganet facts coning in
from other sources.

4. Rounding out the picture in regards to the personal becurity of
Grossbahn, needless to say, we are over-cautions in this respect,. ire
constantly lecturinchim on the need to keephie • guaritigh and usually
escort hie an any trips where we feel there is an unreasonable dear.° of
danger, e.g., trips*, Vienna are made with bis case officer via	 _3
meei a•

5. We appreciate your thoughts in regard to the need ;or a thorough
CE maple, but • looking tack on the Grossbahn operation for the period.
since SOB took it over, we gain the impression that We have done a fairly .
thorough job of polishing off the roughest corners ., and except for poe-'
ably a fey minor chinks close . to Grossbahn personally, the operation has
teem overhauled and streamli ned. The Slovakian and Hengarianaperations
are by the board, and possibly with,a good deal of luck, the Grace of God,
and sound compartmentation by Gressbahn, we came oug of, those without Any
terrifying canpromiees. XI-1, *ewes the one closest to Grossbahn.to be-
calm compromised, is slated for BEE employment as soon as we can molt out
the-final details. SUL, who was also badly burped, has long since been
dropped. CC-2, another soft spot, is gone. Our recent memo (EASA-1096),
which fairly well winds up the CC*2 . .affair, expresses' our previous thoughts
that the damage GC-2 was able to do through HOETTL appears', to be insignifi-
cant. We are iathe throes of an operation involving AA-2. (ref.:EABA71097)
whichahouldtlXmnrconaiderable•cold•CE light on theantire.AA•opérition.

6.; The only important assets left untouched upon in the preceding
paragraphare:	 124l, PP group in Salzburg and the GC adadnistrative
statf.clone to Groisbahn. We did deal at sane length regarding Grosabahnis
takeover of the HH-1 contact frac CC-2 in EASA-8194. The contact with
22-1 has been reported on a continuous basis and appears fairly sound and
secure. The PP group in Salzburg is one spot wterawamightapend some
time looking into operations fran•a general CE standpoint. We will take
this matter up with Grosstehn, time and conditions permitting. The re-
maining CC staff close to Grossbahn are his most trusted . employees and,
naturally, the most sensitive spot in his operations. We feel his
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handling of his staff has been exceptionally sound (e.g. the case of
CC-2 mho could tell little even had he so wished), but we will continua
to do all possible to insure that his standards of sompartmentation are
maintained at the highest possible level. Another factor is that the
personal relationship between Orossbahu and his staff is of such a nature,
in spite of the unfortunite CC-2 experience, that we do feel that they
would beIIpyal enough to report.any attempts tcwringinfonsatiai from
those' To ibis can be added the 'e-opening experience Groasbahn has re-
oentay gone through with CC-2 which we feel will tend'to mske bin ear.
treacly CS sensitive toward his remaining staff.

: 7. The problem of EZ-1, which is a peripheral one as Orossbahn
sees him very seldom -- the relationship is more personal than /luaus
in nature -- is being:treated with separately on the basis of USW-149
andlOpesbahn ivirenort will be forwarded shortly.

, 8. MS do not wish to convey the impression that we feel all is rou-
nded vis-a-vis the CB aspects of the Grossbahn operation. One thing that
bothers us' considerably along this line is the predeliction of Grogabahnis
people for casually throwing out a name a Sew years after they first es-
tablieh Cintict.. Al]. hid people, past and present', have carried aourees,
sub-I.:wee/4 operational contacts, political and/or social contacts with-
out ever quite clarifying their status. Oroesbahn has been equally guilty
in this regard as witness your recent questibrialin EASW-11:9 cencerning his
exact relationship with 12,1. We have cracked down -- probably not as
her as we should -- on Orosstahn and have stated that hetmat tarnish a
listing of all operational contacts since the inception of hid operations.
We realize this is .a tremendous task, but we see no other way around 'the
problem. Scce added examples we can cite -- aniitems we are working On --
are PP-1 1 s "contacts in the Ministry of Interior° AL "Contacts in Vienna •
city Police! AL-1 and:AL-2 1 s relationships with.6001100340hEMOTE in
Vienna, and.the status of Grobsbahn ts 6Iiiison" . relationehie 'With' SLAA
and SLAG. These are some Of the things - that really bother Us aboet. the
Grossbahn speratien and ire consider than an extreMely serious CO weakOess..
As we have eaidvOur first step Will be the operational contact lilt we
are prep:wiring Groesbahn for and wehOpe from there to establish a , degree-
of progress in determining exactly hey far the periphery ofGrossbaluays

•*rations extend.

9. We have thus lead ourselves around to the point we wished to' • •
establish Originally in 'paragraph 5, that circumstances, coupled with our
own efforts, have forced ne to conduct CS analysis of the Grossbahn oper-
ation on 'a continuing'taiis. .There are a few spoWleftantoUched, as we
have pointed out, modlie will itrive to do a bit of poking around in these
corners.	 .
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